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Quantum Information

But if quantum mechanics isn’t 
physics in the usual sense - if it’s not 
about matter, or energy, or waves, or 
particles - then what is it about? 

From my perspective, it’s about 
information and probabilities and 
observables, and how they relate to 
each other.



replace   classical bit  0, 1 

by   quantum 2-level system  |0>, |1>

Quantum Information
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qubits
- spin-1/2 particle 

- hyperfine-split ion

- superconducting qubit

…

Quantum Information

replace   classical bit  0, 1 

by   quantum 2-level system  |0>, |1>



Quantum Information Processing

store and manipulate quantum information, 
exploiting superposition, interference and 

entanglement



Two breakthroughs

Quantum speed-up or quantum advantage
For specific problems quantum algorithms can be made 
to outperform classical computers by shrewdly 
combining quantum parallelism with interference. 

Shor

factoring or discrete log of n-digit number
+ classical: run-time exponential in n
+ quantum: run-time polynomial in n 



Two breakthroughs

Quantum hardware coming of age
It is now possible to create and control qubits with 
sufficient accuracy to implement quantum information 
algorithms and protocols

IBM QIonQGoogle



Perspective

Current era branded as 
NISQ – noisy intermediate scale quantum

World-wide agenda to develop quantum information 
technology and use it for progress in

secure communication,
logistics problems,
chemical processing and material design,
machine learning, …

Joint involvement of academia, govenments and industry

Preskill



Perspective

Academia
academic centers

Industry
strong push by IBM, Google, Microsoft, …
start-ups: IonQ, Rigetti, QCWare, ...

Government
Flagship on Quantum Technology (EU),
National Quantum Initiative (USA), …



Perspective



outline

- Quantum algorithms
- Quantum circuits
- NISQ qubit platforms
- Many-body strategies for multi-qubit gates



Quantum algorithms



Quantum algorithms

13 717 421 

3607 × 3803 

For specific problems quantum algorithms can be made 
to outperform classical computers by shrewdly 
combining quantum parallelism with interference. 

Shor:
factoring



Quantum algorithms

For specific problems quantum algorithms can be made 
to outperform classical computers by shrewdly 
combining quantum parallelism with interference. 

Grover:
quantum search



Quantum search

Problem: given size-N database (phonebook), 
find tagged element (person with given telephone number), 
minimizing the number of times the database is consulted



Quantum search

best classicial strategy
brute force search

Problem: given size-N database (phonebook), 
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? ? ?

etc.

requires N/2 queries on average



Quantum search

Problem: given size-N database (phonebook), 
find tagged element (person with given telephone number), 
minimizing the number of times the database is consulted

quantum strategy:  Grover’s amplitude amplification

quantum state with 
all amplitudes equal 

consulting 
the `book’

measure the 
quantum state 



Quantum search

best classicial strategy
brute force search, requires N/2 queries on average

Problem: given size-N database (phonebook), 
find tagged element (person with given telephone number), 
minimizing the number of times the database is consulted

? ? ?

etc

requires  N/2 queries  on average
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quantum algorithm on N-qubit quantum register
• initialization

• unitary evolution via quantum gates

• read-out through measurement

Quantum circuits

IBM Q



1-qubit gates: X, Z, H, …

2-qubit gates: CNOT,  CZ,  XX(θ), …

CNOT:  

X Z H

Quantum gates

c

t

flips target qubit t
iff control qubit c is 
in state |1>



all N-qubit unitaries can be built from CNOTs 
plus sufficiently many 1-qubit gates

1- and 2-qubit gates are enough 

Universality

!



Quantum circuit

?A

B

|00> à |00> à |00> à |00>

|01 > à |01 > à |1 1 > à |1 0>
|1 0> à |1 1 > à |01 > à |01 >
|1 1 > à |1 0> à |1 0> à |1 1 >



Quantum circuit

A

B
B

A

SWAP gate



3-qubit Grover search

quantum state with 
all amplitudes equal 

consulting 
the `book’

measure the 
quantum state 

tagged element 101



Q algorithms & circuits on your laptop 

software packages
+ ProjectQ
+ Cirq (Google)
+ Qiskit (IBM) 

Quirk - wysiwyg
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Software meets Hardware

Prototypical qubit platforms allow testing and 
trying out of quantum algorithms and protocols 
for quantum cryptography and quantum 
communication.



Quantum Hardware



Grover search: finding tagged element 
in size-N database in O(√N) steps



Surface code: error correction on 
`data qubits’ using `measure qubits’



BSc thesis J. de Wit (2016)

IBM Q
`Quantum Experience’

Quantum teleportation: transferring 
qubit Q1 to Q3 at distant location



Variational quantum eigensolver: 
computing binding energies for small molecules



State of the art: NISQ

Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum technologies

decoherence time 
gate errors
read-out errors
…

Preskill



Noisy …

decoherence time >> .5 s 60 𝜇s
1(2)-qubit gate fidelity 99.1 (97)% 99.7 (96.5)%
read-out 99.1-99.7% 96%

1(2) qubit gate times 20 (250) 𝜇s 130 (250) ns

IBM QIonQ





• oracle which implements 
fc(x)=x⋅c on the ancilla qubit

• this example: c=(1111)
• algorithm finds c in one shot

Bernstein-Vazirani
trapped ion vs transmons



State of the art: NISQ

Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum technologies

decoherence time 
gate errors
read out errors
…

Preskill

today: 5 - 50 qubits

need to implement error correcting codes

towards 50-100 qubits à `quantum advantage’
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3-qubit Grover search

quantum circuit on Quirk simulator:

Oracle tagging the element |101>

Initializing the qubits to |0> read-out gives 
tagged element |101> 

with 94.5% chance

finds 1 tagged 
element out of 8 
in two steps 



CC-Z : gate Z on target qubit t iff
both control qubits c are |1> 

similar:
CC-NOT (Toffoli3)        
CN-1-Z, CN-1-NOT,  etc

Multi-qubit gates

c

c

t

building these from 1-qubit and 2-qubit 
gates requires lengthy circuits

! !



Toffoli-3 gate using standard Clifford + T gate library

Multi-qubit gates

thm: circuit for Toffoli-3 needs at least 6 CNOT gates



Toffoli-3 gate using XX/R gate library

native gate library for trapped ions 
- all 1-qubit rotations Rα(θ) 
- 2-qubit gates  Xi Xj (θ)
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Use hamiltonian dynamics of N coupled 
qubits as alternative to quantum circuit 
built from 1- and 2-qubit gates

Many-body strategies

Can be made to work for special N-body couplings
+ Krawtchouk and Polychronakos qubit chains
+ quantum Ising models with full graph of couplings

with Koen Groenland
PRA  2018, JSTAT 2019, in preparation
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Multi-qubit gate on Krawtchouk qubit chain 

iSWAP4
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iSWAP4 and iSWAP6 gates 
realized through 

many-body protocol

Gate errors for iSWAPN



PHASEN = [iSWAPN ]2 :

|000…111...> à - |000...111...>

|111…000...> à - |111...000...>

ToffoliN-1 from iSWAPN

iSWAPN :

|000…111...> à i |111...000...>

|111…000...> à i |000...111...>



+ Potential for breakthrough progress 
but many uncertainties on the way 

+ Need for close collaboration among    
academica, government and industry


